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About This Game

You are a young exorcist Alonso that starts a dangerous adventure. You will face the real evil - Sargatans. A bloodthirsty and
terrible demon has challenged you, and now you need to start your own investigation by pursuing him. In "The Exorcist" you

will be scared, so much scared...
You will start a dangerous adventure and encounter the real hellspawn in the modern Italy. The game keeps the player in

suspense for a long time.
Can he defeat the devil, who took away innocent people's souls?

Can he make revenge on the terrible demon Sargatanas for spoiled human lives?
But don't forget that Sargantas is not the only demon who should be defeated!

Features:
— Unusual setting

— there are no analogues on the store
— Not a linear plot

— Your decisions are affecting the whole world
— An opportunity to be an exorcist

— A plenty of easter eggs
— Based on real exorcism stories
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PixelJunk Shooter Ultimate, better than PixelJunk Shooter, looking to buy the less-level version just for the graphics and
nostalgia? Dont do that, looking for the graphics of the old one? You can switch to that, want the original levels? Surprise, it has
them. Looking to play league play? Forget it, get a friend, no one really plays this gem. (Well its a gem to me, maybe for my
love to the first game). Superb DLC

Reminds me of when I hitch-hicked around Switzerland over 2 decades ago (got a lift in an open-top sports car through the
mountains). Did UK to Italy to Switzerland to Spain to Germany, then back to Perfidious Albion.
(Had a mate in Geneve, a bro in Gibralter & a sister in Germany).

Saw Bob Dylan & Santana in Basel, on a really nice Summer Afternoon.

C`est bon.
. how do i refund it i hated it
. Absolute ♥♥♥♥ing trash. The graphics are worse than the games I played on the PS1, the gameplay is even more outdated,
with more features being present in the first Civ. Game isnt even finished, half of the options lead to a big "COMING SOON"
icon.

P.s. Only bought this game to get a refund after reading their abysmal EULA.

Hope your♥♥♥♥♥♥you pulled on Jim Sterling causes your "games" "developer" company to have such a horrible reputation
none of you can ever peddle your♥♥♥♥♥♥again.

Thank god for Jim ♥♥♥♥ing Sterling son.. Buy it, its awesome!. Overall it is a bit rough around the edges, but the makings of a
good game are there. The writing is fun, the combat is a good base, and the ideas are there. It is just held back by how tedious
some of the level design and enemy design is. A lot of the level design later into the game is heavily reliant on mazes, back
tracking fetch quests, and back tracking fetch quests in said mazes, and you will find yourself thinking "oh good, now that I
finished this chapter I can stop dealing with these enemies that keep spewing stun balls out at me" only to realize they are in
every chapter later except a different color and with a different status effect they inflict along with their stun attack that you
have to mash out of, and they also brought there cousins that spew stun balls out at you before they use their powerful charge
attack that you can't dodge or parry until you mash out of the stun. Hell, the only reason I tolerated using the slingshot is because
of an upgrade that I went out of my way to get that actually makes it somewhat wieldy rather than the blind shots you have to do
on fast flying enemies by default. I honestly got to the last chapter that had a water temple-like rising and lowering puzzle maze
and I just gave up.

If you really really REALLY are starved of a Mario & Luigi\/Paper Mario like game and can overlook the flaws I'd suggest
waiting on sale. The potential is here, it just needs to be refined.
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It's nice, i uh.. think?. 1\/5 Stars.

Pros: Pretty graphics and peaceful background music. Complexity is added to the game with the ability to see a preview of the
"incoming" butterflies that will replace the ones you remove.

Cons: Gets boring very quickly. The only reason I would recommend this is if someone said they were limited to a $3 budget,
loved butterfly themes and had never tried a match-them-up game. Otherwise, go with a more established version of this type of
game such as "Bejeweled" or another equivalent released by the PopCap company.. The DM Guide is an amazing must have
addon for any 5th edition DM. The item forge is just amazing and lets you do so many things that would take important time
away from other prep items, or worse, delay the game while the DM messes with items. It includes all the tables from the DM
guide that would take eons to put in the game.. Game doesn't explain the controls or what you have to do!
No tutorials!!
I walk around in a place and then I feel that someone is attacking me from behind.
I turn around to see that it's some kind of person and then I die!
Then I quit and delete the game forever from corrupting my computer anymore!
WORST GAME EVER!!!!. BADBLOOD is a tense and exciting two player assasination game with gorgeous imagery and brutal
gameplay.

Game mechanics are well designed and polished--with a simplicity born out of mature game design--just enough complexity to
keep it interesting, but simple enough that anyone can pick it up and play. Quick game rounds support repeated sessions of the
"just one more time" competition found in games like Gang Beasts, Samurai Gunn, and Towerfall. While comparisons could be
made to Screencheat, with its screencheating mechanic, there is no doubt that BADBLOOD has its own unique twist on couch
multiplayer. Fans of Glass Knuckle Game's Thief Town should definitely pick this game up.

Extra Points: The developer has already released patches to fix bugs, and has been very responsive to discussion and bug fix
requests within the player community.

NOTE: My review is based on the final build of the game. I spend a few more hours playing the demo the week before release..
Having played Pixel Puzzles Ultimate before this one and having done the Undead pack there, I was frustrated by this one.
Being pretty big on 100%ing games where I can, when I launched this one I was immediately annoyed by the title mini-game,
mainly because of the two extremely grindy achievements tied to them. One was to play the menu mini-game and survive for a
full 60 minutes (which is not hard, more on that shortly) while the other was to play the same mini-game and get 5000 zombie
kills. While I appreciate someone trying to spice up a game that is just a simple puzzle completer, it was extremely frustrating
needing to sit through and do these two items to 100% the game.

As I said above, the mini-game is not hard. You get a gun and grenades. Both are unlimited ammo, but the gun takes 3 bullets to
kill a single zombie while the grenade will kill on contact or after an amount of time has gone by, and, of course, hits an area. As
the grenade is spammable, there is no reason to use the gun. In order to get the two listed achievements, you simple sit in the
middle of the map and spam grenades in every direction. It's mind numbing and provides absolutely no challenge. Additionally,
the time and kill achievements are not linked. What I mean by this is after 60 minutes of playing (and unlocking the attached
achievement), you are just barely halfway completed on the kills. Yup. Additionally, there is no consistency\/known method of
unlocking all 5000 kills. Some report that it keeps track throughout different playthroughs, others reported it kept track of kills
between different attempts as long as you didn't close the game at all, and still others claimed that it had to be done in a single
attempt. I proved the latter personally, as I had completed 500 kills while just messing about the first time, and still had to get all
5000 when I took a serious go at it. It was designed solely to have people play longer.

Finally, there is a mechanic within the puzzles themselves in which you control a character that has to repel zombies
sporadically while you complete the puzzle. Again, it is not hard to do, but it was an annoying distraction while doing the puzzles
that could easily be turned off in the menus, which is exactly what I did.

I am fairly positive I received this game as a bonus when I purchased the puzzle pack for Pixel Puzzles Ultimate, so I was happy
that I did not go out of my way to purchase it. However, if you find this one in your Steam library and care about you
achievement percentage (I get that doesn't apply to everyone), skip it. You've already done the puzzles and it isn't worth your
time.
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Pros:
- Received as a bonus when purchasing a puzzle pack for Pixel Puzzles Ultimate
- Puzzle art is amusing

Cons:
- Adds nothing worth your time that you didn't already complete in Ultimate
- Achievements to 100% are mind-numbingly grindy
- Menu mini-game does not record kills correctly. poo, just pure poo. its like playing a game from the 1990's or an alpha build.
Fun and cheap platform game! Also Disco Necropolis is a JAM!. only play it for the bobs and vagene. I was hesitant to buy this
game when I saw the number of poor reviews (the majority of which seem to be before the march update), but I recently
purchased it on sale for a couple of bucks and I have been greatly enjoying it. The graphics are simplistic and old school, but
that doesn't bug me as I'm more into the tycoon gameplay aspect than cutting edge graphics. And, although there are some kinks
to be worked out, overall as a _tycoon_ game I would judge it to be pretty good for the price I purchased it at. I've certainly
gotten some fun out of it.

There should definitely be more of a tutorial or guide though, as some important aspects of management are just discovered
along the way and might be missed by some players. And some of the "quests" are unclear and use words that don't match up
with item names. For example, one quest called for a "fog machine" - this ended up being the "smoke cannon" found under the
equipment tab of some themes. The inventories are different between different themes, but this can sometimes be a handicap -
like getting a quest where you have to place an object that isn't available for the theme you picked, and not being able to go back
and choose a different theme once you reach that point.

Even when not on sale, I feel the price is perfectly reasonable considering the amount of play I've gotten out of the game. I'm
hoping there will be further updates to fix some of the aforementioned issues and perhaps expand a bit, but it is also fully
playable and enjoyable as is.
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